Intellectual Property (IP) Counsel for DOE Laboratories

Headquarters: IP Counsel, John Lucas, 202-586-2939
Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory
Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory (KAPL)

Chicago Office: Chicago IP Counsel, Brian Lally, 630-252-2042
Argonne National Laboratory
Ames Laboratory
Bonneville Power Administration
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
Fermi National Acceleration Laboratory
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
Idaho National Laboratory
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, (acting through Berkeley Site Office IP Counsel, Gary Drew, 510-486-6703)

National Energy Technology Laboratory: NETL IP Counsel, Lisa Baker, 304-285-4555

NNSA Service Center Including Amarillo and KC: NNSA Service Center IP Counsel, Jim Durkis, 505-845-5172
Sandia National Laboratory
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Kansas City Plant
Nevada Test Site
Y-12 Plant (NNSA)

National Renewable Energy Laboratory: Golden Field Office IP Counsel, Julia Moody, 720-356-1699

Oak Ridge Office: Oak Ridge IP Counsel, Emily Schneider 865-576-1077
ORNL
Savannah River National Laboratory
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (acting through Berkeley
Site Office IP Counsel, Gary Drew, 510- 486-6703)
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (acting through Berkeley Site
Office IP Counsel, Gary Drew, 510-486-6703)